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From: Web forms <webforms@heoc-www6.house.gov~ 
Date: 111 912007 9:07:03 AM 
To: ima-pal9@mail.house.gov 

Subject: IMA MAIL ON WEROTHER 

Ref: SEC S7-25-06 

This SEC proposal, whlch is presently out for comment, would mandate that only "accredited investors" would be 
allowed to participate in certatn investment vehicles. SEC's definition of "accredited investors" is proposed to be 
families with a net worth of $2.5million or more. Statisticly this would restrict 98.5% of US families from 
participating in whatever the SEC determines are "unsuitable" investment vehicles. 
The SEC was established to uncover and prosecute fraud and to insure full disclosure- this proposal, as well as 
being an arrogant and unnecessary explosion of the SEC's powers and dut~es, is a significant assault on 
personal liberty and must, like all such bureauocratic overreaching, be stifled at birth. 
Iurge you to become familiar with this proposed rule and to ensure that it does not become another corrosive 
component of our civil liberty. 

---- Original Formatted Message Starts Here ==== 

<APP>CUSTOM 

<PREFIX>Mr<lPREFIX> 

<FIRST>Leslie<lFIRST> 

<MIDDLE>A<lMIDDLE> 

<LAST>Jones<lLAST> 

<SUFFIX></SUFFIX> 

<ADDR1>1921 Strawberry Fields<IADDRl > 

<CITY>YorkclCITY> 

<STATE>PA</STATE> 

<ZIP>I 7406<IZIP> 

<PHONE2717 840 4496</PHONE> 

<ORGANIZATION>~lORGANIZATION> 

cEMAIL>baron31 p@aol.com</EMAIL> 

<ISSUE>WEB.OTHER<lISSUE> 

<RSP><lRSP> 

<MSG>Ref: SEC S7-25-06 


This SEC proposal, which is presently out for comment, would mandate that only "accredited investors" would be 

allowed to participate in certain investment vehicles. SEC's definition of "accredited investors" is proposed to be 

families with a net worth of $2.5miilion or more. Statisticly this would restrict 98.5% of US families from 

participating in whatever the SEC determines are "unsuitable" investment vehicles. 

The SEC was established to uncover and prosecute fraud and to insure full disclosure- this proposal, as well as 

being an arrogant and unnecessary explosion of the SEC's powers and duties, is a significant assault on 

personal liberty and must, like all such bureauocratic overreaching, be stifled at birth. 

Iurge you to become familiar with this proposed rule and to ensure that it does not become another corrosive 

component of our civil liberty.<lMSG> 

</APP> 
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From: Web forms <webforms@heoc-www6.house.gov> 

Date: 1/19/2007 9:07:03 AM 

To: imagal9@mail.house.gov 


Subject: IMA MAIL ON WEB.OTHER 

Ref: SEC S7-25-06 

This SEC proposal, which is presently out for comment, would mandate that only "accredited investors" would be 
allowed to participate in certain investment vehicles. SEC's definition of "accredited investors" is proposed to be 
families with a net worth of $2.5million or more. Statisticly this would restrict 98.5% of US familiesfrom 
participating in whatever the SEC determines are "unsuitable" investment vehicles. 
The SEC was established to uncover and prosecute fraud and to insure full disclosure- this proposal, as well as 
being an arrogant and unnecessary explosion of the SEC's powers and duties, is a significant assault on 
personal liberty and must, like all such bureauocratic overreaching, be stifled at birth. 
Iurge you to become familiar with this proposed rule and to ensure that it does not become another corrosive 
component of our civil liberty. 

---- Original Formatted Message Starts Here ==== 

<APP>CUSTOM 

<PREFIX>Mr</PREFIX> 

<FIRST>L~SII~<IFIRST> 

<MIDDLE>A<IMIDDLE> 

<LAST>Jones</LAST> 

<SUFFIX></SUFFIX> 

<ADDR1>1921 Strawberry Flelds</ADDRI> 

<CITY>York<lCITY> 

<STATE>PA</STATE> 

QIP>17406<RlP> 

<PHONE>717 840 4496</PHONE> 

<ORGANIZATION></ORGANlZATlON>-	 ~EMAIL~baron31p@aol.com~lEMAIL~ 
<ISSUE>WEB.OTHER</ISSUE> 
<RSP></RSP> 
<MSG>Ref: SEC 57-25-06 

This SEC proposal, which is presently out for comment, would mandate that only "accredited investors" would be 
allowed to participate in certain investment vehicles. SEC's definition of "accredited investors" is proposed to be 
families with a net worth of $2.5million or more. Statisticly this would restrict 98.5% of US families from 
participating in whatever the SEC determines are "unsuitable" investment vehicles. 
The SEC was established to uncover and prosecute fraud and to insure full disclosure- this proposal, as well as 
being an arrogant and unnecessary explosion of the SEC's powers and duties, is a significant assault on 
personal liberty and must, like all such bureauocratic overreaching, be stifled at birth. 
Iurge you to become familiar with this proposed rule and to ensure that it does not become another corrosive 
component of our civil liberty.<lMSG> 
4APP> 
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From: Web forms <webforms@heoc-www6.house.gov> 

Date: 1/19/2007 9:07:03 AM 

To: ima~pa19@mail.house.gov 


Subject: IMA MAIL ON WEB.OTHER 

Ref: SEC S7-25-06 

This SEC proposal, which is presently out for comment, would mandate that only "accredited investors" would be 
allowed to participate in certain investment vehicles. SEC's definition of "accredited investors" is proposed to be 
families with a net worth of $2.5million or more. Statisticly this would restrict 98.5% of US families from 
participating in whatever the SEC determines are "unsuitable" investment vehicles. 
The SEC was established to uncover and prosecute fraud and to insure full disclosure- this proposal, as well as 
being an arrogant and unnecessary explosion of the SEC's powers and duties, is a significant assault on 
personal liberty and must, like all such bureauocratic overreaching, be stifled at birth. 
I urge you to become familiar with this proposed rule and to ensure that it does not become another corrosive 
component of our civil liberty. 

----Original Formatted Message Starts Here ==== 

<APP>CUSTOM 

<PREFIX>Mr</PREFIX> 

sFIRST>Leslies/FIRST> 

<MIDDLE>Ac/MIDDLE> 

<LAST>Jones</LAST> 

<SUFFIX></SUFFIX> 

<ADDRI>I921 Strawberry Fields</ADDRl > 

<CITY>Yorks/CITY> 

<STATE>PA</STATE> 

<ZIP>I 7406<RIP> 

<PHONE>717 840 4496</PHONE> 

~ORGANIZATION>~/ORGANIZATION> 

<EMAIL>baron31 p@aol.com</EMAIL> 

<ISSUE>WEB.OTHER</ISSUE> 

<RSP></RSP> 

cMSG>Ref: SEC S7-25-06 


This SEC proposal, which is presently out for comment, would mandate that only "accredited investors" would be 

allowed to participate in certain investment vehicles. SEC's definition of "accredited investors" is proposed to be 

families with a net worth of $2.5million or more. Statisticly this would restrict 98.5% of US families from 

participating in whatever the SEC determines are "unsuitable" investment vehicles. 

The SEC was established to uncover and prosecute fraud and to insure full disclosure- this p;oposal, as well as 

being an arrogant and unnecessary explosion of the SEC's powers and duties, is a significant assault on 

personal liberty and must, like all such bureauocratic overreaching, be stifled at birth. 

Iurge you to become familiar with this proposed ~ l e  
and to ensure that it does not become another corrosive 
component of our civil liberty.<lMSG> 
</APP> 
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